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Those Who Knew by Idra Novey - goodreads.com Those Who Knew is a tour de force, telling a story much bigger than its word count would indicate. The taleâ€™s
universality, the poetic prose, the creative story telling combine almost perfectly, making the tomeâ€™s necessary challenge to readers simple, profound, human, and
difficult. Those Who Knew: A Novel: Idra Novey: 9780525560432: Amazon ... Those Who Knew is not only an important book about silence and its consequences,
but also a sheer pleasure to read.â€• â€”The Washington Post â€œA fitting parable for the way many among us have been forced to grapple with revelations that the
people we respect and admire might be guilty of ugly acts. 'Those Who Knew' Is An Explosive Moral Molotov Cocktail 'Those Who Knew' Is An Explosive Moral
Molotov Cocktail Idra Novey's taut second novel focuses on the silencing of assault victims and the remorse that comes from not speaking up to power. It's.

Book Review: 'Those Who Knew' : NPR NPR's Lulu Garcia-Navarro speaks with author Idra Novey about her novel "Those Who Knew," which takes a look at the
emotional toll of staying silent after an assault. 'Those Who Knew' by Idra Novey & 9 Other New Books To Know ... In Those Who Knew, one woman grapples with
the fallout of an abusive relationship with a powerful senator, a man who may have played a role in the death of another young woman. Those Who Knew by Idra
Novey - Penguin Random House About Those Who Knew â€œRead this now, because everyone you know will be talking about it by early 2019.â€• â€”Washington
Post From the award-winning author of Ways to Disappear, a taut, timely novel about what a powerful politician thinks he can get away with and the group of misfits
who finally bring him down.

Those Who Knew by Idra Novey - Review | BookPage At the heart of Idra Noveyâ€™s poetic second novel, Those Who Knew, is an inherently political story that
reveals the nature of toxic masculinity and its effects on the world. While sussing out the manifold fears that drive menâ€™s often destructive pursuit of power,
Novey explores the strength of womenâ€”which is so often rejected and abused in that pursuitâ€”and troubles over silence in the face of abuse. Those Who Knew by
by Idra Novey: Summary and reviews Those Who Knew is a beautiful novel about that which we cannot deny, in ourselves or others, and the price we are too often
willing to pay for what we think is like freedom. Reader Reviews Write your own review. Those Who Knew - Losing Touch (Official Video) Those Who Knew Losing Touch (Official Video) Those Who Knew. Loading... Unsubscribe from Those Who Knew? Cancel Unsubscribe. Working... Subscribe Subscribed
Unsubscribe 156.

'Those Who Knew,' by Idra Novey book review - The ... And Oscar, the northerner, though he knew nothing of Victor, also knew next to nothing of the island and its
past, and his ignorance becomes the breaking point of his and Lenaâ€™s budding.
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